Abstract-In order to avoid the frequently read-write of hard disk and to speed up the search, the index should be saving in the memory in the small-scale web search. But, to express the original information by fewer memory spaces, also needs for index compression, and this would increases the computation expenses or brings certain harm to the original information in a way. In this research of Uyghur small-scale web search, in order to speed up the retrieval and query speed, inverted index has established uses Hash table data structure and entirely stay resident in memory. In the aspect of index compression, have not uses any compression technique, but proposed a word grouping approach based on simplified N-gram statistical model ,and extracting semantic words that structurally stable, semantically complete and independent ,and greatly reduces the scale of indexing item list. Thereby, not only served the purpose of index compression, but also solved the ambiguity problem certain extent and improved the search precision obviously. The experimental result indicated that, our method is feasible and effective.
I. INTRODUCTION
There are many kinds of indexing approach are supplied to choose in web search [1] , and which very popular is the inverted index. Compares to most of other approach, inverted index displays the very good performance and its construction speed also is very fast. Therefore, we choose the inverted index in Uyghur search engine [2] .
There are only then has more than 400 Uyghur website, and the quantity are extremely few compares with English and Chinese. So, it is completely possible to build the whole index in main memory, this would greatly improve the retrieval and query speed [3] .
Using the in-memory hash table is more effective than any other data structure of inverted index [4] [5] . So, we have used the hash table data structure to build the inverted index, and entirely stay resident in main memory.
But, in order to let the index takes up more small memory spaces, or the prevention of the bloated memory problems that future web increase leads, index compression also must be considered [6] , and there are varieties of lossy or lossless inverted index compression techniques, such as variable-bit model or variable-byte model and so on [7] .
In our research, we have not used any of compression techniques, because of these methods will increase the computation expenses or brings certain harms to the original information in a way. So, on the basis of the stop words filtering and stemming [8] , proposed a new approach based on simplified N-gram statistical model and extracting semantic words that structurally stable, semantically complete and independent.
In this way, because of the indexing terms are semantic words with multiword structure in many cases, so greatly curtailed the index size, thereby not only served the purpose of index compression, but also solved the ambiguity problem certain extent ,and improved the search precision obviously.
II. TERM EXTRACTION AND INDEXING
The two parts of inverted index are the term list of all webpage documents contains and a group of inverted list records for each term in the term list. The term list is must be constructs firstly, and then each term in term list and its corresponding document information will joins in the inverted index no repeatedly. In this way, constructs completely inverted index at finally.
In construction of inverted index, the size of the term list would be determine the memory space of index, and its quality will directly affects the search precision and recall, and the size and quality of term list will be greatly decided by the term extraction method which will be use.
A. Commonly Used Method and Word Index
Uyghur language belongs to Turkish language group of Altaic language family, and also belongs to the agglutinating language on structure grammar, is a kind of alphabetic writing. Looking on the surface, Uyghur text is a word sequences that separated by inter-word spaces and on this feature is similar to English.
For this reason, word segmentation always have been ignored in Uyghur natural language processing and uses the inter-word space as a natural separator simply to obtain the words in the text lines, is the only word segmentation method so far. But from the Uyghur word's semantic independence and integrity perspective, can be divided into two categories that single-word structured semantic word (SSSW) and multi-word structured semantic word (MSSW).
Definition 1 (SSSW): Is a Uyghur word also is a no space alphabetic string, complete and independent on its semantics, can be obtains by commonly used method (inter-word spaces based word segmentation).
Definition 2 (MSSW): Stable combination of several single-word strings and satisfying the following conditions:
1) Association patterns of two or more words (Commonly is double word or three word structured) and separated by inter-word spaces.
2) Complete and independent on its semantics, and inseparable on its structure.
There are quite a number of MSSW in Uyghur language, some of them are belongs to original Uyghur words and some of them are belongs to new words that directly translated from Chinese or other language, and this kind of words cannot be completely segmentation out by the inter-word spaces based word segmentation.
For example, a three-word structured MSSW" " (Database) will be split into abstract meaning even ambiguous word fragments as follows:
However, as the Uyghur natural language processing related works constantly goes deeper and wider range of development, the commonly used word segmentation method began to expose its potential pitfalls and limitations. Especially in Uyghur Web search, because a MSSW will be split into several fragments that inconsistent with its original meaning, so these word fragments cannot be play to the rule of keywords in text indexing, and also leads to a lot of problems that large scale of word list , big index size, and even low search precision [9] .
For example, for the following three Uyghur text (writing direction is right to left) id 1 , id 2 and id 3 , term list (word list) of them as shown in Fig. 1 .
In this 3 text, since all of the" " (software), " " (harddisk), " " (website), " " (microblog), " "(memory), and" " (mainboard) are actually a word on its semantics, but they will be splits to two fragments by inter-word space, this just like to split the corresponding English word "software" to "soft" and "ware" two words. This fact will be increases the term list size greatly, and the corresponding index space also is very big. If we take some effective measures to make them into a group and extraction out this word group as a term, and then the term list size will be reduced near to half, as shown in Fig. 3 . Extraction out these semantic words (after stemming and stop words filtering) and takes them as indexing terms, we will be have 9 inverted list records, as shown in Fig. 4 . The examples above indicated that, to reduce term list size through a method of word grouping, also is an effective method to achieve the aim of index compression in Uyghur web search.
B. Commonly Used Method and and Ambiguity
The fact of large index size in commonly used word segmentation affirmed the necessity of word grouping process in Uyghur web search, and we also found that the inter-word space based segmentation would be leads to the low retrieval precision, and its effects mainly displays in two aspects of overlapping ambiguity and combinational ambiguity [10] [11] .
The inter-word space based word segmentation not very appropriate for multi-word structured semantic words due to the fact that it will split the semantic words to several fragments that inconsistent with its original meaning, this will leads to a lot of irrelevant retrieval results that only matching each fragments in web search. For example, user query such as" " (Tianshan microblog website) is divided into five single words that " ", "
", " ", " ", and " ",so the search engine will returns the massive irrelevant results (the pages will be found that contains the five words in any order).But the query is a combinations of the three semantic words" " (Tianshan), " " (microblog), and " " (website), and what the user search is only a specific website.
We made a search test on the Google with above phrase (on Feb 20, 2013 test), returns 753 pages and only three of which meet the user query, the result is not satisfying.
In the aspect of overlapping ambiguity [12] , major search engines have solved almost perfect after years of improvements, but the famous search engine Google still have the problem obviously in Uyghur search. Google search such as uses " " (computer virus), still appears pages with titled " " (AIDS virus) in the top of search results.
In conclusion, because of the inter-word space based segmentation will split a multi-word structured semantic word to a number of single words (abstract meaning even ambiguous word fragments), causes to enlarge of index size and aggravating the problems of ambiguity, so seriously impact on the precisions of search engine.
C. The Idea of Semantic Word Extraction
A Uyghur word was considered as a linguistic and semantic unit in traditional Uyghur text processing, and as a linguistic and semantic unit, the semantic word in this paper refers to: maybe is a single word separated by natural separator (inter-word space), or is an ordered combinations of two, three or more words (mostly is a words association that with two or three word structured) that could be express specific and independent semantics [13] .
Therefore, the semantic word extraction in this paper is refers to: to extract the single word or multiword structured sequential combinations from the text lines that structurally stable, semantically complete and independent.
III. SEMANTIC WORD EXTRACTION BASED ON STATISTICAL LANGUAGE MODEL

A. N-gram Statistical Model and Its Simplification
According to the idea of N-gram statistical model, occurrence of a word is closely related to the word sequence that co-occurred in context [14] . Occurrence of the word on position n is related only with in front of n-1 words and not associated with any other words. Supposes W=W i-1 W i …W n-1 W n is a Uyghur word string with the length of n, and then the association degree of word string W is expressed as shown in equation (1).
It is not difficult to see that, in order to predict the appearance probability of the word W n , we must to know the appearance probability of all words in front of it, and to see this method from the calculation is too complicated. If the probability of any word W i is only related with the two words in front of it, then the problems can be greatly simplified, and this language model is called Tri-gram [15] , such as equation (2) shown.
Generally speaking, N-gram model to assume the current word's occurrence probability only accordance with the related n-1 words in front of it, and the probability parameters could be calculated from the largescale corpus, for instance, Tri-gram probability like equation (3) shows.
N-gram statistical model is a little looks like the probabilistic method which uses in the weather forecast, the large-scale corpus uses for to estimate the probability parameters is just like the meteorological records which accumulate in all previous year, and has the bigger computational complexity. But the weather forecast with Tri-gram model was just like to predict today's weather according to the weather conditions in the first two days. Now that the model is simple, because of only considered little statistical information of two days ago and to speculate today's weather, so the forecast accuracy is not high.
For this situation, if we come to a conclusion on the basis of the weather conditions from several days before (in front of n-1 days), and regards this conclusion as the weather of yesterday, then the problem of weather predict for today will be simplified to a Bi-gram model.
In view of the above ideas, we proposed a simplified N-gram model ，is a Bi-gram model on its form and computational complexity, but also considered n-1 probability and the estimation accuracy is the same as Ngram model.
Our idea is, to estimate the association probability of first two words(P(W 2 |W 1 )) in according to Bi-gram statistics at first, if there have higher association probability, then regards them as one word(believe them are the part of a multi-word structured semantic word),and take the words association as a prior knowledge to predict the probability of next word(P (W 3 |(W 1 W 2 ) ). In this way, the association probability of front n-1(n>2) words in word string W was taken as a prior knowledge and puts in a statistical window (W i-1 ), then we may further simplifying the question as the Bi-gram estimation as shown in Fig. 5. (The writing direction of Uyghur language is right to left) According to this, drawing a more simply Bi-gram model, such as the equation (4) shown below.
The count (...) in the equation (3) and (4) is stands for the occurrence accumulative total number of current statistical window in entire corpus, and this needs take the word sequence in statistical window as a specific pattern string and carries on the pattern matching in the large corpus. But some special problems in Uyghur language will affect on the matching accuracy, and it is very difficult to get the accurate frequency of pattern string. So, it is necessary to carries on some essential pretreatment for all text in the corpus. 
B. Text Pretreatment
For the text set D, the detailed description of text pretreatment process is as follows:
(1) Steam extraction A Uyghur word will appears many times in the text with different variants (stem+affix), and the stem is the part of the word that removes of the affixes. For example, semantic word " " (software) appears many times in the text with different affixes ( , , , ) like that " ", " " , " " , and " ", since these words are semantically same word but not same on the string patterns, then it is impossible to get the string pattern frequency accurately. (2) Fake text structure Another linguistic problem of affecting on the string frequency statistics is the non-normative spellings. word and a word is separated by a space in normative spelling Uyghur text, but often occurred non-normative spellings that like two words to be spliced or multiple spaces between them, and it is difficult to distinguish by eyes look.
For example, the two word in double-word structured semantic word" " (Software) are spliced as a single word " ", or by more than one space separated like " ", and becomes a completely different string pattern (is a space character),then it is also affects the accuracy of the string pattern frequency.
In view of this situation, scans each text in turn in text set D s , and the punctuations, stop words as well as the non Uyghur alphabetic characters are replaced with the separator "|". Then regards each text as a words string, and splicing words (remove the spaces between words) according to its order in the text, and then connects all text with separator "|", and structured a fake text S.
C. Algorithm for Semantic word Extraction
After text pretreatment, this algorithm will completes semantic word extraction process by two steps: The first step is frequent pattern search in large corpus, and the second step is the semantic word formation judgment based on simplified Bi-gram model.
There are many kinds of algorithm for frequent pattern search, such as classical Apriori algorithm or its improved variants [16] , frequent pattern mining algorithms based on FP-tree (Frequent Pattern tree) [17] and so on. But, all these are pattern search algorithms that without priori information, therefore have more complex data structures or a higher amount of computation complexity [18] [19] , and also cannot be directly used in Uyghur language.
In our work, the problem of pattern search that without priori information have been transformed as the specific pattern search approach with known information, and designed a kind of incremental search algorithm for Uyghur frequent pattern mining.
In 
.|) of faking text S.
Given n for word number in current text and k is the size of pattern window PWin k ; Pw is a pointer to point a word. The algorithm reads a text d i (1≤i≤m )from text set D s in turn, and to initialize the size of PWin k (k=2:two word length) and the Pw (Pw=1: points to the first word in the current text).Then from right to left (Uyghur written direction is right to left) and start from the Pw pointed word, continuously extracts k words W Pw+j (j = 0, 1...k-1; k < m-Pw), then splicing k words into a non-spaces word string and puts it in the PWin k , and then carries on pattern matching in faked text S. Incremental pattern matching of non-space word string as shown in Fig. 6 .
In this way, take the k length non-space word group as a specific pattern string and carries on fast single pattern matching in faked text S, completely ruled out the influence of not normative spellings on string frequency statistics.
In the incremental word string frequency statistics, the following situation let the pointer Pw moves or jumps to next position at the left (PWin k is the statistical window with length k).
(1) The current pointed position is separator "|", or count (PWin k ) is less than 2 when k = 1, then the pointer Pw will move to left and points the next word position (Pw = Pw + 1);
(2) When k>1 and count (PWin k ) <2, then the pointer Pw jumps to left and points a new position (Pw = Pw +k-1);
In the process of Scanning current text d i , the moves of statistical window PWin k and word pointer Pw is synchronous, and the size of statistical window will be reduces to 1(k=1) when its every moves to the Pw pointed position, and then in the following conditions continues to let it maximize (increase): count (PWin k )>2, and the still degrees P (PWin k ) is greater than a given threshold. That is to say, by a minimum value of still degree to predict the statistical window PWin k whether can continue to increase, word string still degrees computation such as equation (5) 
And, the Bi-gram probability computation like equation (6) 3 .In this case, the statistical window will be stop its maximization and takes the PWin k-1 as a semantic word output, and then moves the statistical window to the next position.
Through the above method, the algorithm scanning a text one side and extraction out all semantic words that multi-word structured, then entirely deletes these semantic words from the current text, and uses inter-word space segmentation to get the other single-word structured semantic words from left over.
IV. IN-MEMORY INDEX CONSTRUCTION
First of all, the number of Uyghur websites as well as its scale is very small compared with Chinese or English. In the next place, the semantic word extraction processing further to narrow the size of term list as well as the memory space of index. Therefore, in order to speed up the retrieval and query speed, inverted index has established and entirely stay resident in main memory.
In practice, used the in-memory hash table as its data structure and the stem of term as its primary key, establish the inverted index in memory, the Hash table structure of inverted index as shown in Fig. 7 . , DCount is the numbers of all documents (pages) that the stem was appears, Docs (pointer) pointins to the first document in the document set.
(2) Document node (DocID, Weight, Terms, NextDoc): DocID is the ID number of current document (page); Weight is the term weight (TF-IDF), the Terms (pointer) point to the first term that appears in this document with the same stem, and the pointer NextDoc points to the next page that contains the same term.
(3) Term node (Term, Len, Pos, NextTerm): the item of Term is the terms that with the same stem, Len is the term length, Pos is the term positions (offset) in the current document, the pointer NextTerm points to the next word nodes(with same stem) in the current document.
V. EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
A. Data Set
In our practice, collected 39,469 web pages from 427 Uyghur websites and take them as experimental data to validate our proposed approach.
B. Experimental Scheme
We have designed three experiments, and the purpose is to evaluate our proposed method is effective.
Experiment 1: To observe semantic word extraction efficiency under the different threshold and to determine the experimental threshold under the highest F1 assessed value.
Experiment 2: Carries on Term extraction separately uses traditional segmentation method and the proposed semantic word extraction method, build two inverted index (Words as the index entry and semantic words as the index entry), and to contrast the memory spaces were they take up.
Experiment 3: Query experiments on the two kinds of indexes, observes precision and recall.
C. Experimental Results
In experiment 1, we have selected 3,000 texts and segmentation manually, and compared with the results of the segmentation algorithm our proposal, precision(R), recall(R) and F-measure (F) are calculated as:
where n 1 is the number of semantic words in the segmentation algorithm output, n 2 is the number of semantic words the correct segmentation should be come (The number of semantic words when manual segmentation), and c is the total number of correctly extracted semantic words in the algorithm output. In this algorithm, an important parameter is the Bigram probability threshold T, and it will be directly impacts on the algorithm's efficiency, so we designed different threshold and observed the assessment index. It was found in our experiment that, the precision is generally low when T ≤ 0.6, so only gives the segmentation results when T values in the range [0.65, 1.0], as shown in Table I . With the increase of the T value, the precision is increasing gradually, but the recall is decreasing at the same time, and the F-measure up to its highest when T=0.85. The change trend of evaluation indexes is shown in Fig. 8 .
In experiment 2, we carried on term extraction and obtained term lists separately by inter-word space based segmentation and semantic word extraction, the experimental results as shown in Table II . As can be seen from Table II , we can get smaller term list by the semantic word extraction method, dimension reduction of term list is nearly 41% compared with the single word as term list, and also can save 41% of the memory space in theory. In addition, where about 36% of the term is belongs to two words, three words or four words structured semantic word, they have more indexing meaning and query value than a single word.
In experiment 3, In order to observe the query efficiency, we carried on retrieval experiment to two kinds of index(single word index and semantic word index) respectively using the keywords " " (gas), " " (software), " " (stock), and " " (bird flu), the precision, recall and Fmeasure of retrieval results as shown in table III and table  IV. As can be seen from Table III and table IV , semantic words as indexing terms in web search, can be effectively solve the ambiguity problem, and also can improve the search precision obviously in Uyghur web search.
D. Problems and Future Work
In the text pretreatment process, we take the stem extraction and fake text structure solution eliminated the negative influence of affix deformation and nonnormative spelling in semantic word extraction process, but we also found the following problems affects on the semantic word extraction precision a certain degree.
(1) Limitations of the stem extraction tool. Because of the existing stemming algorithm is more dependence on the pre-built stem library, so it is hard to work on the stem extraction for the unknown words.
(2) Spelling errors hard to avoid. There are more similar letters in Uyghur alphabet, and in addition the custom difference of each place people pronunciation (dialect), the correct spelling is not always an easy task in Uyghur language, such as even many Uyghur people cannot exactly spell the word: " " (university). Therefore, spelling error is a main factor influencing the pattern matching and word frequency statistics.
(3) Non-standard abbreviations. Now that ,the authorities have set the use of standard specification for the new words from foreign languages，but there are still arbitrariness of non-standard abbreviations on the internet. For example, the standard terminology " " (computer) is abbreviated to " ", the "
" (E-mail) is abbreviated as " " or "
" etc, This will also influencing the pattern matching and word frequency statistics..
For the limitations of stem extraction, spelling error also is a major factor in addition to the shortcomings of the algorithm itself, and the existing Uyghur NLP methods and tools can not be effective on the fully automatic error detection and correction for batch processing to large text [19] , and about problems (3)， there have not any related research report up to now.
Obviously, whether it is the imperfections of text pretreatment algorithm or defects of the original text, all this situations will affects the term extraction accuracy and also affects the index quality and search precision. Therefore, as far as possible to eliminate these negative factors before semantic word extraction and to obtain the higher extraction accuracy on the normative text corpus is completely possible, this will be the research emphasis in our future work.
VI. CONCLUSION
Because of there are very few amount of Uyghur web pages, so we considered that loads the entire index into the main memory. At the same time, in order to further narrowing the memory space of index, proposed a new idea of term extraction approach and has realized one kind of semantic word extraction algorithm based on simplified N-gram statistical model.
In our practice, collected web pages from Uyghur websites, obtained term lists separately by inter-word space based segmentation and semantic word extraction method, and created inverted index uses hash table data structure in main memory, analyzed and compared. We also tested to retrieve on two kinds of term index, the higher precision and the rarely ambiguity was found in the search test that uses our proposal approach.
The feasibility and effectiveness of our proposal approach has been confirmed by the experimental results, also found some new problems and presented the plans for our future work.
